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CRITICALITY ANALYSES FOR TMT-2 DEFUELING

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

At a meeting on February 3, 1984, the TMI-2 Critieality Task Force
decided to take a "bounding" approach in defining a concentration of soluble
boron that would maintain the core in a shutdown condition for all fuel
removal operations. This decision led to a series of requests by the TMI-2
Defuellng Design Team for supporting analyses to be performed by the Nuclear
Engineering Applications Department of the Computing and Telecommunications
Division, Martin Marietta Energy" Systems, Inc. Generally, the analyses served
two functions:

1. establish system multiplication factors for the fuel rubble in
optimum reactivity configurations, and

2. establish the analytical bias for the performance of the NEAD
computer programs and data libraries in the analysis of low-
moderated, highly-borated systems.

The scope of this paper is limited to the technical aspects of the
study. The rationale for determining which systems were to be analyzed was
developed by the Crltieality Task Force and Defueling Design Team. The
technical bases for this rationale were derived from the results of previous
studies.

Immediately after the accident, the high level of radiation from fission
products in the reactor coolant indicated that the fuel assemblies had
sustained substantial damage. However, the extent of core disruption and fuel
displacement could not be directly observed. A core damage assessment
performed by the Babcock & Wilcox Company predicted severe damage to the upper
central region of the reactor. This information was applied by Vestfall
et al.1 in the analysis of various disrupted core models for the President's
Commission on Three Mile Island. Their general conclusion was that the
damaged core with a coolant boron concentration of 3180 VPPM has a system
multiplication factor of approximately 0.86.

Subsequent to the disrupted core study, a more general analysis of the
effect of oxide fines on the neutron multiplication factor was performed by
Thomas.2 This study involved uniform U(3)02 and U(3)3O8 water mixtures at
various oxide densities and soluble' boron levels. The oxide fines were
considered in geometries which included both homogeneous single units and
arrays of fuel assemblies with the fines interspersed between the fuel pins.



An extensive series of analyses to support TMI-2 recovery operations
through head removal was performed by ihe Babcock & Wilcox Company and
reported in 1982 by Worsham et al.3 One major result of this s£udy is the
postulation of a maximum credible damage model which has a system
multiplication factor of approxizaately 0.94. This model includes various
assumptions which maximize the reactivity effect of fuel particle size,
geometry and location. The authors recognize that a "more realistic value of
keff is less than 0.902."

The "Quick Look" series of reactor core inspections were completed in
1983. The results of the videotape analyses are reported in Reference 4. In
support of the Criticality Task Force, W. R. Stratton, criticality consultant
to General Public Utilities, requested a new series of disrupted core analyses
to incorporate the "Quick Look" findings. Parametric variations investigated
in these analyses included 235U enrichment, the system geometry, the fuel pin
lattice pitch, the UO2 and U3O8 volume fractions and the soluble boron content
of the coolant. The study was recently reported by Thomas.5 Additional
ultrasonic observations of the core made during the performance of the study
indicated that very few of the fuel assemblies remain intact above the 14"
thick rubble bed. Therefore these analyses modeled a series of fuel assemDly
heights with the balance of the core represented as rubble distributed above,
below and interspersed within the fuel"assemblies. Since there is no direct
correspondence in analytical jftodels, exact comparisons with the earlier
disrupted core analyses done at Oak Ridge and by Babcock & Wilcox cannot be
drawn. However, the recent analysis of the 7 foot high core at 3500 WPPM
boron and with a uniform slurry of U308 rubble results in a system
multiplication factor of 0.862, in good agreement with the earlier Oak Ridge
results. When the fixed absorters are removed from the core and all of the
rubble is represented as a bed of U02 pellets at optimum volume fraction on
top of the core, the system multiplication'-factor is 0.949, in reasonable
agreement with the Babcock & Wilcox value for their maximum credible damage
model. Thus, there is a good basis for believing that the reactivity
mechanisms associated with the current status of the reactor core are well
understood. ' - - • —

The understanding of these reactivity mechanisms and the potential for
fuel rubble accumulation in the lower-vessel region led to the characteriza-
tion of the optimum reactivity configurations analyzed in the present study.

ANALYTICAL METHODS • •

The computer programs and cross section data applied in this study were
from the SCALE system.6 This system was developed for the NRC to perform
standardized criticality safety, radiation shielding and heat transfer
analyses. The system Includes control modules which interpret the materials
and geometry information in the user-specified input to perform cross-section
processing and systems end-analysis. The major SCALE functional modules
applied in this study were: *' ' •" J

SUPERDAN - used to determine Dancoff factors for fuel pins and
pellets in lattice cell geometries by" applying numerical integration.

NITAWL-S - used to perform resonance shielding of cross section data
by applying the Nordheim Integral Technique.



XSDRNPM - used to perform cell-averaging of cross section data and
to determine multiplication factors for systems having one-dimensional
variation through the application of the discrete-ordinates transport
equations. " " •

KENO-V.a - used to determine multiplication factors for multidimensional
systems through the application of the Monte Carlo technique.

and ORIGEN-S - used to determine fuel burnup, actinide transmutation,
and fission product buildup and decay through the application of
the matrix exponential expansion technique.

Each of these major computer programs is described in the SCALE system
documentation. The SCALE 27; group, ENDF/B-IV neutron cross section library
was applied in the criticality analyses. This library was supplemented with
ENDF/B-V data for certain of the fission products in the burnup analyses. The
SCALE 123 group GAM-THEEMOS library was-applied in soine of the benchmark
analyses for comparison with the performance of- the ENDF/B data.

A summary of the performance of the SCALE 27 group ENDF/B-IV library in
the analysis of low-enriched, water-moderated systems is given in Table 1.
The systems are ordered, left to».right, on the basis of increasing moderation.
Two aspects of the experiments should bernoted and commented upon. The 002

pin lattices were designed to simulate-a 3x1" array of fuel assemblies separa-
ted by water gaps and absorber plates. " Also, the uranium metal pin lattice
experiments were performed with various" patterns of water gaps created by
lattice vacancies. The fixed'absorber plates, as well as the fluorine, are
not considered to have a significant effect" upon the neutron energy spectrum.
However, for any particular experiment', the additional water due to lattice
vacancies will increase the H/Z35U atom" ratio above the values shown in
Table 1. - ~~ •'C:

Given these qualifications, the results for all 119 critical experiments
support two general observations.

1. The average values for the calculated system multiplication factors
vary from somewhat more than 1% Aklow for the dryer systems to
approximately critical for the well-moderated systems.

2. The maximum deviation from the average value for any particular
set of experiments is quantitatively on the order of the 3 standard
deviation uncertainty associated with a 99*79 confidence level.

In summary, the results indicate a positive trend with neutron
moderation and their distribution is consistent with expected statistical
behavior.



LOWER-VESSEL RUBBLE STUDY

SPHERICAL RUBBLE MODEL

In all of the analyses performed under this study, the fuel was
represented as a homogeneous medium for which the neutronic data corresponds
to a lattice of spherically shaped fuel pellets. The features of this rubble
model are summarized in Figure 1. From the reactivity viewpoint, the model
includes three conservative assumptions.

1. The only materials in the model are U02 pellets and borated water.
Thus, the negative reactivity effects due to the possible presence
of fuel clad, fixed absorbers and structural materials are ignored.

2. The preservation of the design pellet surface-to-mass ratio in the
specification of the spherical pellet volume enhances the resonance
shielding effect on the 238U cross sections. On the basis of the
"Quick Look" observations, this is an upper limit on the actual
rubble particle size.

3. For each soluble boron concentration, a search was performed to
determine the lattice pitch (or, corresondingly, fuel volume
fraction) which gives a maximum value of the infinite lattice
multiplication factor.

These three assumptions tend to maximize the reactivity worth of the
neutronic constants processed fur the rubble media. For example, in the range
of 3500-4500 WPPM soluble boron, the presence of zircalloy clad in the model
would reduce the maximum lattice cell multiplication factor by approximately
2% Ak. Consideration of the heterogeneous U02 pellet-water mixture rather
than a homogeneous U3Oe-water slurry increases the multiplication factor by 3$
Ak. It should be noted that a model based upon an unclad fuel pin of infinite
height and design diameter would be worth approximately 1% Ak more than the
spherical pellet model applied in this study. However, the spherical pellet
model corresponds to an optimum credible arrangement of the fuel pellets,
considering a random fuel reassembly following core disruption.

The neutronic constants for the rubble media were obtained with an
automated procedure executed with the SCALE system control module CSAS1X. Two
major steps in the procedure involve resonance shielding and cell averaging.
The twelve-sided, dodecahedral unit cell applied in the NITAWL-S resonance-
shielding analysis is represented by the Dancoff factor as determined with the
SUPERDAN module. The equivalence between this unit cell and the two-region,
spherical unit cell applied in the subsequent XSDRNPM cell-averaging
calculation comes from the preservation of the fuel volume fraction. As
derived from Cundy and Rollett,9 the fuel volume fraction in the dodecahedral
is given by

(1)(Fuel VF) n r = - ^ ir (r./P)
3,



where r, is the pellet radius and P is the lattice pitch. For the two-
region, spherical cell with outer radius r2, the fuel volume fraction is given
by

(Fuel VF) S C = (ryr 2)
3. (2)

Conserving the fuel volume fraction as expressed in equations (1) and (2)
yields

r 0.55267 P.
C3)

In specifying the input for the CSAS1X control module, the lattice pitch
for the desired fuel volume fraction is obtained from equation (1). Then
CSAS1X determines r2 for the XSDRNPM cell analysis by equation (3).

As applied in SCALE, XSDRNPM uses a standard prescription for discrete-
ordinates quadrature type and order, scattering expansion order, spatial mesh
specifications, and convergence^criteria. For pin lattice geometries which
can be represented explicitly in KENO V.a, comparisons have been made between
the use of neutronic constants which have been cell-averaged in XSDRNPM
according to this prescription and neutronic constants processed by NITAWL-S
for the fuel pins. Thus, in both cases the end analysis was done with
KENO.V.a, one with cell-averaged constants, the other with the fuel pins
represented explicitly. The good agreement in the results indicates the
effectiveness of the XSDRNPM cell-averaging procedure. It should be noted
that the KENO V.a geometry package cannot represent the dodecahedral cell
boundary explicitly and thus the cell-averaging of neutronic constants was a
necessity for this model.

OPTIMA FUEL VOLUME FRACTIONS

A number of CSAS1X analyses were performed to establish the optimum fuel
volume fraction in the spherical rubble model as a function of soluble boron
content of the coolant. Initially, these analyses were done for the average
fuel enrichment, 2.57 weight percent 2 3 SU, in the reactor core. A uniform
mixture of the three fuel batches was assumed for the rubble regions in the
disrupted core analyses reported by Thomas.5 The results for soluble boron
levels ranging from 3500 to 5500 WPPM are listed in Table 2. Subsequent
analyses were performed for the batch 3, 2.96 weight percent 235U, fuel
modeled in the lower-vessel rubble study. These analyses are summarized in
Table 3. Several observations can be drawn from the results.

1. The optimum fuel volume fraction varies from approximately 0.57
to 0.66 over the soluble boron range of 3500 to 5500 WPPM.

2. For a given boron level, the multiplication factor varies slowly
with the fuel volume fraction. . Near the peak, a volume fraction
variation of one figure in the second decimal place results in a
multiplication factor variation of a few figures in the fourth
decimal place.



3. For the variations in fuel enrichments and fuel temperatures
analyzed, there appears to be no significant variation in the
location of the peak values of the multiplication factors*.

It should be noted that the source term and point flux convergence
criteria specified by the CASASU sequence for XSDRNPM are both lO"11. Thus,
the values of the multiplication factors in Tables 2 and 3 are accurate to
only one figure in the fourth decimal place or "0.1% Ak/k. A brief investiga-
tion with tighter convergence criteria showed consistently higher multiplica-
tion factors and no difference in the variation with fuel volume fraction.
The optima fuel volume fractions shown in Table 3 were the values applied in
the lower-vessel rubble study. Tables 4 and 5 list the results of parametric
variations performed with lattice cell analyses to demonstrate the
differential worth of soluble boron and fuel temperature upon the
multiplication factor.

FINITE SYSTEMS

Each of the models applied in the lower-vessel study included fuel-
rubble and borated-water regions contained in an 8-inch-thiek, SS-304
reflector representative of the hemispherically shaped lower vessel. The
presence of steel members interior to the vessel (such as the lower grid and
the flow distributor) was ignored as a conservative approximation.

The models characterized the fuel region as having one of three geometry
shapes: spherical, lenticular or lens shaped, and semi-lenticular or flat-
top. General sketches of the models are shown in Figures 2 and 3* Dimensions
for the various cases are given in Tables 6, 7 and 8. The volume of a
lenticular region is given by

V = 2Trh2 (r - h/3),

where h is the region's half-height and r is the radius of curvature of the
outer surface. The fuel volume of the flat top model is one-half of this
value. For a given fuel volume, leakage considerations from elementary
reactor theory predict that the spherical fuel geometry is the most reactive.
The lenticular and flat-top fuel geometries produce progressively more leakage
and therefore are less reactive. Thus, the idealized spherical fuel geometry
is the most conservative from the criticality safety standpoint; while the
other models are less conservative but more realistic. Also, it should be
noted that the spherical model is amenable to highly-precise analysis with the
one-dimensional discrete-ordinates code, XSDRNPM.

The primary results for the finite system analyses are listed in
Table 9. Supplementary results for various configurations of the batch "3"
rubble are given in Table 10. The results of the finite systems studied are
summarized.



1. Base Case - A two-fuel-zone, eight-inch stainless steel-reflected
sphere is reported as Case A in Table 9. This represents the
actual inventory with the batch "3" (2.96? enriched) fuel centered
in a mixture of the lower-enriched batch "1" and "2" (2.3*135 average
enrichment). In addition to the conservatism in the rubble
characterization discussed above, this configuration is conservative
with regard to fuel inventory, fuel arrangement and fuel geometry.
Also, this case assumes beginning-of-life fresh fuel and thus does
not account for any burnup.

2. Reflector Worth - Sixty assemblies of batch "3" fuel were analyzed
with various combinations of stainlss steel and borated water
reflectors. At 4750 WPPM boron, the results of Cases C, C and C"
in Table 9 show that, for these systems, stainless steel is a better
reflector than borated water. A similar study showed the same
result for water at 3500 WPPM boron.

3- Fuel Inventory Worth - Comparison of Cases A and C in Table 9 shows
that the additional worth of batches "1" and "2" is 0.5$ Ak when
treated as an average enrichment. Comparison of Cases E and F
in Table 10 shows a minumum leakage of 2$ Ak for the finite,
steel-reflected systems. Also in Table 10, comparison of Cases F
and F" shows a 2.4$ Ak effect in going from 177 to 66 assemblies.
Comparison of Cases H and H" shows a 5.8? Ak effect in going from
60 to 20 assemblies in the "flat top" configuration shown in
Figure 3.

4* Geometry Shape Worth - Comparison of Cases A and B shows a 0.3$ Ak
reduction in going from the hypothetical spherical model to the
more-plausible lenticular shape model shown in Figure 3. Additional
comparisons: A'-B1 and D'-D" yield the same value. For the 20
assemblies considered in Cases H" and H'lf, flattening the top
of the lenticular model reduces the multiplication factor by 3.4$ Ak.
Thus the fissile geometry shape has a significant effect upon small
inventories.

5. Boron Level Worth - Comparison of Cases A1 and D1 shows 1.83$ Ak
increase in reactivity in going from 4750 to 4200 WPPM boron.
Cases A and D show an effect of 1.68% Ak. These values predict
a boron reactivity worth of approximately 300 to 330 WPPM/1$ Ak.
The infinite lattice data in Table 4 predict a boron worth in
agreement with these values and also demonstrate a decreasing
boron worth with increasng boron level.

BURNUP ANALYSIS

A limited, simplified reactor burnup analysis was performed to determine
the reactivity effect of 2 3 5U depletion, actinide transmutation and fission
product buildup and decay. Using standard light-water-reactor design and fuel
management procedures, the Babcock & Wllcox Company has calculated an overall
burnup worth of -2.5$ Ap for the damaged core shortly after the accident,
which occurred on March 28, 1979. This study is summarized in Table 3.1, page
3-32 of reference 3.



A detailed burnup analysis over the power history of each» of the 177
fuel assemblies would be beyond the scope of the present study. As noted
previously, comparison of Cases A and C in Table 9 shows that batches "1" and
"2" are worth only O.5Jf when added to batch "3" in the most-reactive
configuration. Therefore, this burnup analysis was limited to the batch "3"
fuel. Several steps were taken to simplify the definition of the burnup
analysis.

1. An average batch "3" assembly burnup was developed from inrormation
supplied by the Defueling Design Team. This involved the determina-
tion of batch "3" and core average values from the burnups as
measured10 by GPU on March 19, 1979. At the time of the accident,
the average core burnup was 3165 MWD/MTU.10 A batch "3" average
burnup of 2535 MWD/MTU was obtained for the time of the accident
by scaling the March 19th value on the basis of the average burnup
for tne two dates.

2. A simplified exposure history was developed for the batch "3" fuel
on the basis of the average burnup of 2535 MWD/MTU. The average
core exposure was 94.6 effective full power days.10 The simplified
exposure history consists of two fuel burns (45.2 days and 49.4 days)
at a full power of 26.8 MW/MTU to produce the average batch tt3n

burnup. The burn periods are separated by a down time of 27 days.
This exposure history is conservative with regard to 235U depletion.

3. The soluble boron history for the TMI-2 reactor was obtained from
the TMI Unit 2 Chemistry Log Book 1978, 1979 (Reel No. CHEM-2-002).
This data was weighted by the power history to obtain average values
of 1330.3 WPPM boron for the first burn period and 1093-9 WPPM boron
for the second burn period.

These conditions define the simplified exposure history for the baton
"3" fuel assemblies. The burnup analysis was performed for the fuel pin
lattice according to the design specifications.1 Operating conditions
included an average fuel temperature of 100C Kelvin, a water temperature of
579 Kelvin and a water density of 0.7147 g/cm3. The analysis was performed
with the SAS2 sequence in the SCALE system.6 This sequence applies NITAWL-S
and XSDRNPM for cross section processing and ORIGEN-S for the burnup analysis.
ENDF/B-V data for various isotopes of lanthanum, cerium, samarium, europium,
promethium, neodymium, and praseodymium were used to supplement the SCALE 27
group ENDF/B-IV neutron cross section library.

Subsequent to the second burn period, the radiative decay of
the actinides and fission products was determined for a period of 2075 days,
the time interval between March 28, 1979 and December 1, 1984. Based on
the advice of the Defueling Design Team as to which of the important actinides
and fission products are considered to still be in the fuel pellets, the
fresh fuel composition was modified to reflect the December 1st
concentrations. In order to show the differential worth of the various
isotope changes, the spherical rubble model was analyzed with the soluble
boron at 4750 WPPM and a room temperature value of 293 Kelvin. The results
of these analyses are summarized in Table 12. Twenty-nine actinide and
fission product isotopes were included in the most comprehensive calculation,
Case 9. Based on these analyses, the overall batch "3" burnup has a
potential worth of 1.76% Akeff.



The December 1, 1984 fuel composition was applied for the batch "3" fuel
in Cases A', B1 and C of Table 9. Comparison with Cases A, B and C indicates
burnup worths of 1.79, 1.65 and 1.64$ Ak ff, depending on finite system model
and soluble boron loading. These values are consistent with that given by the
infinite lattice analyses. They are also well within the value of
2.5$ Ap determined by the Babcock & Wilcox Company for the full core at the
time of the accident, noted previously.

During the review of this burnup analysis, a concern wa3 raised that it
does not account for the axial variation of the exposure history for each fuel
assembly. A brief investigation was conducted on the importance of this
effect. Each fuel assembly can be considered to have seven axial zones
determined by the location of the spacer grids. The Defueling Design Team
supplied information on the burnup of each of these zones. An inspection of
the information indicated th*at the lowest burnup wa3 for the top zone (745 to
1501 MWD/MTU), followed by the bottom zone (986 to 2674 MWD/MTU). For the
middle five zones the burnup ranges from 1479 to 4567 MWD/MTU. However, for
any particular batch n3" assembly, the burnup of any of the middle five zones
varies by no more than 15$ from the average for those zones. On the basis of
these observations, it was decided to treat the batch "3" fuel as three
average burnups corresponding to core averages for the top, middle five, and
bottom axial zones. Scaling these averages as described above resulted in
March 28, 1979 values of 1243, 3036 and 1856 MWD/MTU, respectively. Again
following, procedures described above, a separate burnup and decay analysis was
performed for each of these exposures.

The 3-Zone-Sphere model of Case A1 in Table 9 was modified with two
additional zones for the batch n3n fuel. The central zone contained the
minimum exposure, 1243 MWD/MTU, fuel out to a radius of 55.55 cm. This was
followed by the 1856 MWD/MTU burnup fuel to an outer radius of 69.99 cm. The
remainder of the batch "3" volume (outer radius: 106.26 cm) was filled with
the 3036 MWD/MTU burnup fuel. The balance of the model was the same as that
described in Table 6. The effective multiplication factor for this system as
calculated with XSDRNPM was 0.95598. The corresponding value calculated by
KENO V.a was 0.95588±0.00152. Comparison with the results for Case A' in
Table 9 yields a burnup segregation effect of, at most, 0.2$ Ak. The small
magnitude of this effect coupled with the very low prooability of the rubble
being segregated by fuel burnup effectively counters the concern about
ignoring the axial variation of the burnup for the batch "3" fuel.

BENCHMARK CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

The general performance of the 27 group ENDF/B-IV cross section library
for low-enriched, water-moderated systems was included in the earlier
discussion on analytical methods. For the purpose of validating the lower-
vessel rubble study, a set of 10 critical experiments was selected from an
extensive list of candidates compiled by R. L. Murray1 * in consultation with
staff members of the Babcock & Wilcox Company and Bechtel-Design Engineering.
These experiments were chosen to emphasize the relatively hard neutron
spectrum resulting from the high soluble boron and low water content of the
TMI-2 fuel rubble at optimum moderation.



The 10 critical experiments were selected from the results of three
experimental programs. In the B&W "spectral shift"12 and £rgonne "high
conversion"13 experiments, uniform pin lattices were subjected to soluble-
boron-level or lattice-pitch variations to change the neutron spectrua. The
B&W "close-packed modules"11* experiments simulate 25 fuel assemblies at
various stages of compaction and driven critical by neutron moderation due to
the water gaps between the assemblies. The latter set of experiments also
included a soluble boron variation.

Each of the experiments was analyzed with the 27 group ENDF/B-IV cross
sections applied in KENO V.a. Four of the experiments (ANL-3, -11, -13, B&W-
2^52) were modeled with homogeneous fusl regions with cell-averaged constants
obtained with XSDHNPM. The results of the analyses are given in Icvie 13.

The results for the uniform lattice experiments (B&W-10, -11, -12, -13,
ANL-3, -11, -13) are consistent with the earlier observations based on the
summary of analyses in Table 1. That is, this cross section library yields
critical values for well-moderated systems and a negative Dias for low-
moderated systems. The bias does not appear to be affected by the soluble
boron level.

The results for the "close-packed modules" (B&W-2452, -2485, -2500) do
not show a consistent trend with either neutron moderation or soluble boron
level. The presence of the borated water gaps between the modules could be a
factor in the relatively poor analytical performance for these systems.

The results of this limited series of analyses support a 2.5? Ak
analytical bias, taking the worst case and statistical uncertainty as a
bounding value.
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Table 1. Performance of the SCALE 27 Group ENDF/B-IV Library on Low-
Enriched, H?0-Moderated C r i t i c a l Experiments

Reference
(Analyses)

Number of
Experiments

25

Fuel Enrichment D(4.89) Metal
& Geometry Pin Lattice

35

UU.29)02

Pin Lattice

35

0(2.35)02
Pin Lattice

10

U(4.89) Metal
Pin Lattice

SS-304L, SS+B, Cd, Boral, Cu, Zr, Al

ft*
Uranium at 300

Minimum bounding values assuming uniform lattices

Single Units

Moderator

Fixed
Absorbers

Minimum k , ,

Maximum k

Average k £ f f

H/23SU Atom
Ratio, Cell***

H20

None

0.985±0.003

0.994±0.003

0.989

78-237

H20

Yes*

0.974+0

0.997±0

0.988

229

.004

.004

H20

Yes*

0.986±0

1.004±0

0.994

356

.004

.004

• 0(4.89)02F2
Solution**

None

0.985*0.003

1.006±0.002

0.995

209-471

U(4.89)02F2
Solutions

None

0.991*0.003

1.005*0.002

0.997

524-1099



Table 2. 0(2.57)02 Spherical-Cell Inf.'.nite-Lattloe Multiplication Faotor"
Vs. Fuel Volune Fraction

Soluble Boron
(WPPM)

Temperature

(•r)
Fuel Frantlon

0.50
0.55
0.5b
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.60
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.64
0.65
0.66
0.67
0.68
0.69

3500

273

3500

0.9882

0.9815

4500

273

4500

283

5500

283

0.9826
0.9958

-
"" * *

0.9988
_

0.9985
0.9978
0.9975
0.9972
0.9955
0.9935

-
0.9953
0.9968
0.9978
0.9982
0.9983**
0.9980

-
0.9980

_
-

0.9929

0.9267
0.9*79

-
. -
0.9556

-
0.9601
0.9611
0.9616
0.9618
0.9616
0.9611

0.9588

0.9550

0.6606
0.9611..
0.9613
0.9611
0.9606

-
- -

-

. -

-
0.9291
01.9303
0.9310
0.9313**
0.9312
0.9308
0.9300

*As determined by XSDRHI'M with the 27 group ENDF/B-IV library ic the
CSAS1X SCALE Sequence.

HaxlnuB ralue oaloulated.

Table 3. 0(2.9b)02 Spherical-Cell Infinlte-Lattloe Multlplioation Paotor*
Va. Fuel Volume Fraction

Soluble Boron
(WPPM)

Puel Fraction

0.5b
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.60 1
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.64

. 0.65

3500

.03821

.03859

.03844

.03794 1

.03711

.03634

.03592

.03404

-

4200

_
.00921
.00986
.01166
.01167
.01114
.01037
-

4350

1.00613..
1.00635
1.00605
1.00549

_

4750

—

'_
_

0.90925
0.99173
0.99236
0.99278
0.99279**
0.99180

w

4800

0.98580
0.98874
0.98997
0.99083
0.99115
0.99123**
0.99087
0.99021

As determined by XSDRNPK with tha 27 croup ENDF/B-XV library
(283*K) in the CSAS1I SCALE Sequence.

Haxlaua value oaloulated.



Table 4. Boron Worth for Inflnita Lattloaa of Batoh "3" Rubble at
Optlauo Volume Fraotlon

Boron Level
(WPPH)

4800

1750

4200

3500

Fuel
Volume Fraotlon

0.63

0.63

0.61

0.57
•

Multlplloatlon
Factor

0.9912

0.9928

1.0117

1.0386

Boron Worth
(WPPH/1J Ale)

313

291

260

Table 5. Cell Hultlplloatlon ra Temperature

Temperature
Degrees

Multlplloatlon
Faotor**

323

313

303

293

283

273

50

40

30

20

10

0

- 122

10*

86

68

50

32

0.99064

0.99116

0.99170

0.99224

0.99279

0.99335

0.00052

o:00051

0.00054

0.00056

0,00055

0(2.96)Oz-Borated H20 (4750 WHO Spherical Kodel Hubble Fuel Call.
e i

XSDRHPH



Table 6. Dimensions, Spherical Kodel

Material Caae:
Zone *

A,/'
Outer

C C" D,D'

Batch "3"
(2.96)) Fuel

Batches "1" 4 "2"
(2.34) Av.) Fuel

Borated 1^0

3S-304

106

152

-

172

.26

.4

.72

74.09

94.41

74

76

96

.09

-

.63

.95

74

•

79

. -99

.09

-

.17

.49

107

154

174

.41

.04

_

.36

Zonea listed In sequenoe of lunar to outer.

Table, 7. Dimensions. Lentloular-fuel Murray Modal

Material
Zone*

Case:

Batob "3"
(2.96)) Fuel

Batohes «1" * "2"
(2.34)) Fuel

Balf-Heisht (on)
B,B'

79.9565

114.673

D",D"»

81.4140

116.754

Radius
Curvature

B,B'

151.777

217.678

of
(en)

151.777

217.678

Outer radius of 8-inob-thiok SS-304 spberioal reflector uas 237.998 on
for all oases. Half-helghta are aeaaured froa the bottoa oenter of the
Inner surface of this reflector. Borated B-0 filled the non-fueled
region interior to the spherloal rwfleotor.



Table 8. Dimensions, Lower Vessel Flat Top and Lenticular Fuel Models

Case Fuel Shape Fuel Height (cm) Borated H20 Thickness
(cm)

171.45 46.228

158.75 58.928

97.94 119.738

97.94 119.738

78.45 139.228

54.35 163.328

37.91 (half-height) 179.768 (maximum)
217.678 (radius of 141.858 (minimum)

curvature)

Model consists of an 8-inch-thick hemispherical shell (inner radius
217.678 cm, outer radius 237.998 cm) of SS-304 containing the fuel covered
by borated H2O. The fuel heights are measured from the bottom center of
the inner surface of the steel shell.

F

F i

Fn

H

H»

H"

H"'

Flat Top

n

n

n

n

n

Lenticular



Table 9. Results of TMI-2 Lower-Vessel Rubble Studies

Case Boron
(WPPM)

Inventory McWsl Code Multiplication Microfiche
Factor Identifier & Date

A*

B

B«

C

C»

C"

D

Df

4750

4750

4750

4750

4750

4750

4750

4200

4200

4200

4350

60 Assy "3" 3 Zone Sphere XSDRNPM
117 Assy "1" & "2" (Figure 2) KENO V.a

60 Assy "3 Burned" " XSDRNPM
117 Assy "1" & "2" KENO V.a

60 Assy "3" 3 Zone, Lenticular KENO V.a
117 Assy "1" A "2" Fuel Murray Model

(Figure 3) '

60 Assy "3 Burned" " "
117 Assy "1" & "2"

60 Assy "3"

60 Assy "3M

117 Assy "1" &

2 Zone Sphere

3 Zone Sphere

3 Zone Sphere

3 Zone Sphere

XSDRNPM

n

60 Assy "3 Burned" 3 Zone Sphere
117 Assy "1" & "2"

3 Zone, Lenticular KENO V.a
Fuel Murray Model

0.9716 JRKTMIF2 08/27/84
0.9723±0.0014 JRKTMIK2 08/22/B4

0.9537 JRKTMIB 08/27/84
O.9548±O.OO16 JRKTMIKB 08/24/84

0.9685±0.0020 JRKTMIK 09/27/84

0.9520+0.0018 JRKTMIKB 10/08/84

0.9672

0.9650

0.9642

0.9884

0.9720

1688+0.0016

ib46±O.OO17

—

-

-

JRKTMIFF

JRKTMIBB

JRKTMIKF

JRKTMIKG

—

-

-

10/01/84

10/01/B4

10/08/84

10/08/84



Table 10. Supplementary Reaulta on Flaaile Inventory and Geoaetry

Case Boron
(WPPM)

Inventory Modal Coda Hultlplloation
Faotor

H'

B"

4800 Assy «3« Rubble Infinite XSDRHPM
Lattloe
(Figure 1)

4800 117 Assy "3" Lower Vessel tEKO V.a
Flat Top

XSDRNPM

3500 60 Assy "3" Lower Veaael, KEKO V.a
Flat Top

3500 40 Assy "3" • •

3500 20 Assy "3" • •

3500 20 Aasy *3" Lower Vessel, •
Lenticular Shape

r>
F"

0

4800

4800

3500

166

66

Assy

Assy

Assy

"3"

•3"

"3"

Rubble Inrinlte
Lattioe

0.9912

0.9693*0.0030

0.9657±0.0024

0.9452±0.0029

1.0386

0.9877*0.0031

0.9752*0.0030

0.9294*0.0031

0.9636±0.0029

Table 11. Infinite Lattloe Call Analysaa for Cross Section Oeneratlon

Fuel Enrichment Boron Level Fuel Volume Hultlplloation Microfiche
(wt J 25$D) - (VPPM) Fraotlon Faotor Identifier • Data

2.96

2.34

2.67

2.9b

2.34

2.67

2.67

2.34

4750

4750

4750

4200

4200

4200

4350

4350

0.63

0.63

0.63

r.61

0.61

0.61

. 0.61

0.61

0.9923

0.9254

0.9747

1.0111

0.9439

0.9929

0.9881

0.9382

JRITM2X2

JRKTMXX3

JRJCTHUB

JRKTHI2F

JRXTHI3F

JRKTMIBF

JRCTMIBG

JSETMX3O

07/18/84

07/18/84

08/01/84

09/10/04

09/10/84

02/14/B5
(Rerun)

10/08/84

10/08/84

All of the analyses were done at a temperature of 293*C (68*F). Toe
2.96 and 2.67$ enriohoenta are the-batoh "3" fuel in the unburnad and
2535 MWD/MTU burned conditions. The 2.34$ a&rlohaent rapreaenta an average
of batohea"!" and "2* in the unburnad oondltion.



t

Table 12. k^ of Lattice of Batch "3" Rubble with Burnup (TMI-2)

Bvrnup Products
Case (Included in Calculation)

1 Depleted 2 3 5U, at 2.67 wt % 0.9633

2 Depleted 2 3 5U + Sm 0.9531

3 Depleted 2 3 5U f Sm 4 La 0.9530

1* Depleted 2 3 5U, Sm, La & Ce 0.9530

5 Depleted 2 3 5U, Sm, La, Ce 4 Eu 0.9527

6 Depleted 235U & 50? of Sm, La, Ce, & Eu 0.9579

7 Pu Isotopes, only (with fresh fuel) 1.0100

8 Depleted 2 3 5U, Pu, Sm, La, Ce 4 Eu ' 0.9768

215
9 Depleted U, Pu, Sm, La, Ce, Eu, Pm,

Nd 4 Pr 0.9747

t &km = 1.76%

For fresh fuel assay (2.96) and no fission product, k = 0.9922



Table Analysis of Critical Experiments for TMI-2 Benchmarkinga

Series Case
Enrichment Boron Moderating H20/Fuel Multiplication
(Wt %) (WPPM) Ratiob Vol. Ratio Factor

Microfiche
Identifier & Date

B&W

"Spectral
Shift"

Argonne

"High
Conversion"

10

11

12

13

3

11

13

B&W 2452

"Close- 2485
Packed
Modules" 2500

4.02

3.042

n

0

1152

2342

3389

2.549 435

" 886

" 1156

2.17

2.02

1.88

1.77

3.33

1.90

1.13

0.50

1.15

2.67

1.14

»

n

n

1-37

0.75

0.43

0.15

0.38

1.01

1.0062+0.0038

0.9961+0.0040

1.0087±0.0032

1.P088+0.0035

1.0008+0.0041

1.0008+0.0039

0.9861±0.0039

0.9961+0.0038

0.9800+0.0018
0.9942+0.0019
0.9835±0.0017 "

PBFBW10

PBFBW11

PBFBW12

PBFBW13A

PBFHOMO

PBFHOMO

PBFHOMO

PBFCS27

PBF248
PBF2485
PBF2500

07/05/85

07/09/84

07/09/84

07/25/84

06/15/B4

06/12/84

06/05/84

06/05/84

09/25/84
09/25/84
09/25/84

TMI-2
"Pin
Cell"

Undamaged

Damaged

2.57 3500

5000

2.98

1.49

1.65

0.72

0.9492

0.9913

aSCALE 27 Group ENDF/B-IV Library in KENO-V.a, 2nd Analysis of B&W-2485
was Performed with the SCALE 123 Group GAM-THERMOS Library.

Table 2, R. L. Murray to D. S. Williams, "Selection of Critical
Experiments" April 5, 1984. This is the ratio of slowing-down power to
thermal absorption.



Figure i. SPHERICAL RUBBLE MODEL

1. PELLET RADIUS = 0.5362 CM, PRE-SERVES S/M RATIO OF ACTUAL PELLET,

2. DoDECAHEDRAL UNIT CELL, EACH SPHERE HAS 12 NEIGHBORS FOR
DANCOFF FACTOR.

3. XSDRNPM Two-REGiON SPHERICAL CELL, OUTER CELL RADIUS =
0,55267*PJTCH,

. CELL-AVERAGED CROSS SECTIONS IN KENO RUBBLE.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represent,
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any r

tis-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, m?:.ufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


